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Abstract
My paper explores how to choose literature texts which solve the dual purpose of  teaching English skills (speaking, reading, writing and listening), as well as teaching students to look at poems, short stories, novels and dramas as relevant to their own life, full of characters who they already know and situations they recognize. I argue for the need of mixing Arabic literature in translation, canonical English texts and modern writers to created syllabi with texts that are both academically suitable and interesting for Middle Eastern students. To show the efficacy to this method, I will include examples of students’ reaction to such syllabi. I will also include a brief review of articles about the challenges and benefits of using multi-cultural literature in the classroom. Providing texts that encourage students to notice universal human characteristics, whether fighting on a pirate ship in Peter Pan, dueling with a braggart in Cyrano De Bergerac or becoming, for ten minutes, the imperious Creon in Sophocles’ Antigone, means that improvement in English language skills is matched by a wider understanding of humanity.


Introduction
During the Fall 2010 semester, I taught a drama class with the texts: Sophocles’ Antigone, Shakespeare’s Henry V, and Ali Salim’s The Comedy of Oedipus.  After we had finished the first play, I asked my students “Have you ever been Antigone?” They laughed and I explained, “She is a woman caught between the ‘law’ and her love for her family. Have you ever been caught between a teacher telling you not to cheat on an exam and a cousin who needed your help?” A few heads nodded as the students grasped what I meant. “Then you are also Antigone,” I said, “now think for a minute, do you know a Creon? Do you know someone like Creon?” 
This, in a nutshell, is my philosophy of teaching literature in the Middle East, developed from seven and a half years teaching literature in an EFL/ ESL context in Salalah, Oman and Sharjah, United Arab Emirates. I try to make the literature we are reading relevant by explicating connecting character and situation to my students’ lives, using both familiar and unfamiliar contexts. As Pike (2002) explains “a text’s indeterminacy requires a reader to bring personal experience, cultural background, imagination, predisposition and even idiosyncratic knowledge with him or her so that a re-construction of meaning with its author is achieved” (p. 358). After my students work through the mechanical aspects of a text (i.e. understanding vocabulary, metaphors, etc.), we work together as a class to discuss what we believe the author’s meaning was, and what meaning we ourselves find in the text. The purpose of this chapter is to explain how and why to find a balance between presenting texts in which the author’s characters, setting and theme are familiar and texts which expand students’ horizons.
Before I begin my discussion, I would first like to situate my classroom experiences. I have taught at small, private universities which have both men and women in the classroom. I teach mostly, but not exclusively, English language majors who need to take several literature courses as part of their Diploma or BA in English requirements. A few non-English majors take my classes as a way to have a broader exposure to English. I have also taught a few non-literature course, including composition, social sciences, and education.  
As Youssef describes, “Reading a text that is removed in time, space and culture from its audience represents a contradiction to the students’ world of immediate gratification, because the text does not yield immediate meanings or relay instant messages” (p. 28). Yet, after reflection, my students can overcome these contradictions and make connections. For example, my students eventually recognized that they, in fact, did know a “Creon,” an inflexible person who refuses to listen to good advice. Sophocles changes from a man from a foreign culture who died a long time ago to a writer who explains the life they see every day. Their reading, writing, speaking and listening skills improve as they read the lines to themselves, write their opinions, act the drama in front of their peers and listen to each other discuss the play. In addition, understanding that they ‘know a Creon’ helps students recognize universal human character types and conditions.
Sometimes, this process of engaging the student with the text on a personal and meaningful level is hampered because some “Arab students prefer prescriptive learning environments where they are told exactly what to do and directed along a single path” (Richardson, 2004, 432). For example, in Al-Harthi’s (2006) study of Arab graduate students in the United States, she noted that “many research participants did not know what to expect as they were faced with an unknown situation, in which anything can happen. Their initial reaction was avoiding it. Many were anxious about it. Their uncertainty was the source for such anxiety.”
I see frequent manifestations of the ‘uncertainly avoidance’ Al-Harthi mentioned, as when I ask students in the poetry class to try writing a poem. Universal clamorous resulted: “No, Miss! Miss, I have never written a poem! Miss, no, please!” The reasoning of some of the students is that, as they have never written a poem, they cannot write a poem. I calm those students down by explaining the poem only needs to be 14 lines long and it doesn’t have to rhyme. Also  they can take one of the poems we studied in class as an example. They same uproar happens when I ask students to write the ending for a story we are reading. To have to jump from summarizing and giving opinions to creating their own ‘world’ is daunting for some students.
A second possible stumbling block to students experiencing and enjoying literature fully is the prevalent feeling in the Middle East that there is a “need for a writer to have a message, instead of just delighting in creating a work of the imagination” (Badawi, 1980, 24). This message must, of course, be positive and meaningful, as in the tradition of Matthew Arnold. For example, Gail Ramsay (2009) discusses the need for Arab writers to create texts which further both the causes of nationalism and indigenous culture in “The Past as Present: Aspects of Intertexuality in the Modern Literature in the Gulf” (165, 166). Thus some of my students objected to Muhammad Alwan’s story “Love and Rain” because the mother beats her son for no reason. “It is not good to read about bad mothers,” one student commented. Similarly, two students objected to a male talking crow calling a female talking crow, “Sweetheart,” in a Grimm’s fairy tale in an Introduction to Literature class. “They are not married!” one girl protested. I quickly explained that the mythical talking crows were, in fact, husband and wife.
I have elsewhere described how important it is to link Arab and Western texts in a literature classroom, how to choose poems for the ESL/ EFL classroom and how to choose dramas for the ESL/ EFL classroom (Risse 2011, 2012). Here, I would like to concentrate on the issues of plot, setting and characters to help students both feel they are on familiar territory and expand their intellectual horizons. Choosing a suitable mix of the familiar and unfamiliar is vital given the research on using multi-cultural literature in the classroom. Simply put, proponents of using multi-cultural literature often work on the basis of ‘comfort the afflicted’ and ‘afflict the comforted.’ For example, in Hung’s (2009) study of minority students studying English in the United States, he found that “when the participants responded to the text illustrating their own ethnicity, they responded profoundly and extensively” (p. 81). However, “when they respond to culturally unfamiliar texts they can typically use superficial comments” (p. 83). 
On the other hand, Boyd (2002) writes “one approach for raising consciousness initially, and ultimately fostering understanding about diversity is through reading, writing about, and discussing multicultural literature” (p. 59). For examples, Nobles (2009) discusses the need for teachers to create “citizens of the world” (p. 66). She deliberately teaches unfamiliar texts such as the Bhagavad-Gita and the Holy Qu’ran to students in an American private school to help them “understand another perspective” (p. 67). Thus minority students should be given texts with recognizable elements to give them a sense of knowing where they are, whereas students who belong to the majority should be given texts which expand their worldview. Singer and Smith (2003) states that “for white [American students], who are more used to finding themselves in books, multicultural literature introduces opportunities for seeing the worlds through other people’s eyes” (p. 17).
However, students in Gulf universities are usually discussing non-Middle Eastern texts with non-Middle Eastern teachers with new, often difficult, literary vocabulary. Thus, I believe students should first be given texts with well-known settings, characters and themes. Gradually, over both the course of the semester and the course of their four years of study, new settings, characters and themes can be introduced. 
To help the students begin this journey to new territories, I, following Brooks (2006), “deliberately look for recurring themes that cut across multicultural” texts (p. 390). For example, in one beginning literature class I started with a series of lullabies [“The Seal’s Lullaby,” Rudyard Kipling; “Golden Slumbers,” lyrics to a Beatles song; 
“Wind of the Western Sea,” Alfred, Lord Tennyson] and then asked the students to write their own lullaby. In another poetry class, I did a unit on ‘night’ [“Evening Star,” Edgar Allen Poe; “She Walks in Beauty,” Lord Bryon; “Acquainted with the Night,” Robert Frost; “Sonnet to Sleep,” John Keats].
For several Introduction to Literature classes, I choose the ‘sea’ as the theme as Salalah is on the coast. I was, thus, able to include some Arabic poetry including excerpts from Muhammad al-Fayiz’s “A Sailor’s Memoirs.” English poems I used include “The Sea,” James Reeve; “Break, Break, Break,” Alfred, Lord Tennyson; “Seafever,” John Masefield and “The Inchcape Bell,” Robert Southey.
	For the fiction portion of the class, I have used “The Storm” by Khalil al-Fuzay. I also tried the first few chapters from Coral Island by R. M. Ballantyne as I thought a shipwreck landing three young boys on a deserted tropical island might be interesting. It wasn’t - the characters (adventuresome young boys) were familiar, but the thought of being stuck without family and tribe in foreign territory meant the students were either worried or bored. I tried again with the first few chapters of Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson but again the idea of a young boy facing pirates alone was worrying, not interesting.
Much more successful was using the play Peter Pan. Students were eager to stand up and act as a pirate. When they did their presentations, I had a class full of girls with eye-brow pencil beards, their father’s army jackets and plastic swords taken from younger brothers dueling and giggling away.
	For a higher level class, I would still use a connected theme, but with more diverse and challenging texts. Below is the list of poems from one poetry class I taught.

 “Sonnet,” Billy Collins 
“Temagami,” Archibald Lampman
“Farewell,” Alfred Lord Tennyson 
“Night,” Lucy Maud Montgomery 
“A Syrian Evening,” Thomas Moore (from Lalla Rookh)
“The School Boy,” William Blake
“The Vagabond,” Robert Louis Stevenson
“The Solitary Reaper,” William Wordsworth 
midterm
 “Fern Hill,” Dylan Thomas 
“Loving in Truth,” Sir Philip Sydney 
“I Hid My Love,” John Clare 
“An Invite, to Eternity,” John Clare 
“Mountain Elegy,” Tom Wayman 
“Resolution and Independence,” (section) William Wordsworth 
“Thalassa,” Louisa MacNeice 
“The Shell,” James Stephens 
“The Goat Paths,” James Stephens 
“The Nymph Complaining for the Death of her Fawn,” (section) Andrew Marvell
“Beowulf Sails” 
 “The Prisoner of Chillon,” (section) George Gordon, Lord Bryon 

The poems move from easier, shorter and more ‘regularly formatted’ poems to longer, more difficult and free-verse style, i.e. poems with themes/ settings and characters which are recognizable to my students and poems which have utterly foreign themes, settings and characters. There is the recognizable, comparable element of “nature” in all of the poems. The previous semester, over the half the poems were Arabic poems that had been translated into English so this semester I decided on a more English-based syllabus. (Given the students’ enthusiasm for sharing class notes with each other, I never teach the same poem twice to make sure the students approach the texts with a fresh perspective).
We started with Billy Collins’ amusing “Sonnet” to introduce the form and review basic literary vocabulary (i.e. lines, stanza, narrator, setting, characters, metaphor etc.) Then we read a straight-forward, easy to understand sonnet: “Temagami” about a group of hunters in the Canadian wilderness. I could ease the students into imagery (dark and trackless vales), poetic language (thunder-travelled sky/ Purpled with storm in many a trailing tress) and color metaphor (broken sunset die/ In crimson). The setting was unfamiliar (pines, moose, canoes) but the characters (hunters) and theme (it is dangerous if you are lost and alone in nature at night) were recognizable. 
Although they come from various countries and centuries, all of the poems are connected to natural scenes common to students from the Dhofar region. There are poems about sailing on the ocean (“Thalassa” and “Beowulf Sails”), the beach (“The Shell”), wilderness as negative (“Temagami”, “Farewell” and “An Invite, to Eternity”), wilderness as positive (“Night”, “The Vagabond”, “Mountain Elegy and “A Syrian Evening,”), wilderness as both positive and negative (“Resolution and Independence”), the beautiful natural environment discovered in childhood (“The School Boy” and “Fern Hill”), nature connected to a secret (“The Solitary Reaper” and “I Hid My Love”), animals (“The Goat Paths” and “The Nymph Complaining for the Death of her Fawn”) and birds (“The Prisoner of Chillon”). I added “Loving in Truth” for one the use of nature in the metaphor: “Some fresh and fruitful showers upon my sun-burned brain.”
	In terms of structure, I taught all the poems before the midterm; each poem after the midterm was presented by a different group of students who would explain the poem for twenty minutes, then lead a group discussion for the remainder of the class time. When students turned and asked me a question, I would shrug and point to the students who were presenting the poem. As I refused to take over, they quickly learned to address the students in charge to get questions answered and to express their opinions. This led to more student participation in the class than previous semesters. 
I would like to give further examples of texts with familiar/ unfamiliar characters and themes to demonstrate how literature works both to give students a sense of security with instantly recognizable figures and meanings as well as a sense of alienation and wonder.
In another poetry class, I built the syllabus around the idea of love, starting with the modern, simple paean from a father to a middle-aged son “Sentimental Moment or Why Did the Baguette Cross the Road?” by Robert Hershon. Then I presented a selection of love poems translated from Arabic into English [“Butterflies,” Fawziyya Abu Khalid; “The Lost Mirage,” Ahmad Muhammad Al Khalifa; “The Poet and the Moth,” Ahmad Qandeel; “You Alone,” Suad al-Mubarak al-Sabah; “Free Harbour,” Suad al-Mubarak al-Sabah; “Love’s Wounds,” Abdullah al-Faysal; “Fountain,” Ibrahim al-Hadrani; “The Deserted Valley,” Ahmad Muhammad Al Khalifa]. We next moved to Shakespeare’s Sonnet 29 [“When in disgrace with fortune and men’s eyes].
Now that the students had found their poetic ‘sea-legs’ I introduced then to a selection of modern English poems with more challenging situations and themes: “Painting a Room,” Katia Kapovich (the narrator is leaving her home country); “Upon Seeing an Ultrasound Photo of an Unborn Child,” Thomas Lux; “The Exchange” Ron Rash (the author/ narrator describes his great-grandparents experience of love at first sight), “Some Clouds,” Steve Kowit (narrator reflects on the death of an old friend) and “Small Comfort,” Katha Pollitt. The students giggled in amazement and wonder at “Upon Seeing an Ultrasound Photo of an Unborn Child.” They knew what an ‘ultrasound’ machine is but couldn’t believe the conceit of a male narrator talking to his child.
The same sort of movement occurs when teaching short stories and plays. I try to begin with a text with characters that feel realistic to my students, as in “Love and Rain” by Mohammed Alwan, about a poor boy in love with a wealthy girl who lives in his neighborhood. “Everyday Use” by Alice Walker and “The Worn Path” by Eudora Welty both have rural settings with a woman trying to take care of her child/ grand-child - settings, characters and themes that perfectly coincide with many of my students’ lives although written by American women. I would then teach a story which would introduce a new point of view, such as “A New England Nun” by Sarah Orne Jewett (which I renamed “A New England Story” as the religious aspect is not important to the story). The main character decides to continue living her quiet, restrained life instead of marrying her fiancé who reappears after having left their small town over a decade previously. The students were not comfortable with the idea of the woman deciding to live alone. 
	In teaching drama, I enjoy using Tawfiq Al Hakim’s Princess Sunshine, an amusing take on the stereotypical “princess looking for a husband” theme. On the other hand is a play such as	Cyrano de Bergerac, which lands students in a totally alien world (“Why are we reading about a French soldier? We don’t speak French!” was one quote) until they start to uncover the universal theme of a man so in love with a woman, he dares not tell her. When the students did their presentations, as with Peter Pan, they lost their initial shyness and jumped up to sword fight and parry wits to make Edmund Rostand and Gerald Depardieu proud. 
	Teaching non-fiction essays is a little more difficult as I have not been able to find non-fiction autobiographical accounts that would match with my students’ lives. I have ended up trying to find examples of descriptions of childhood which have a cross-cultural relevance, for example the first part of the “The Lantern-Bearers” by Robert Louis Stevenson and “The Little Store” by Eudora Welty. Students did not really enjoy either text, but at least were able to use the essays as jumping off points to write their own essays about their childhood, comparing their lives to Welty and Stevenson. For example, when I asked students to write about a “lantern” [metaphor for a object or knowledge that makes you happy which no one else knows about] in their own lives - one student wrote how her “lantern” was the joy she felt when a boy told her he loved her, another wrote about a secret she kept with her sister, a third described a plastic ring that she is her favorite piece of jewelry.
Moving to a foreign culture, I taught a few short essays by Kenko (10, 22, 29, 139 from Essays in Idleness) which struck a chord within students with simple themes such as “things were better in the past” and “know the situation before making judgments.” A few students even managed to compare Kenko to a section from “Consolation to His Wife” by Plutarch - crossing cultures and centuries.
On the other hand, they loathed E. B. White’s “The Eye of Edna” and “Once More to the Lake,” two essays I have loved for years. I thought the amusing essay about a man hearing about a ‘great’ storm approaching which turns out to be a minor affair and a man’s reminisces when taking his son to a lake that he had visited as a child might be of interest. Unfortunately both elicited the dreaded, “Miss, please can we stop reading this, please?” The humor of the first piece did not come across in Omani culture and the second piece was deemed “too much boring.” 
Another essay which did not work was “On Going on a Journey” by William Hazlitt. First, I misjudged the level of vocabulary which was too difficult for my students. But the highest hurdle was the character of the first person narrator who is explaining why he enjoys traveling alone. The students stood fast and united that the man was “crazy.” Who would want to travel alone? In class, no one would defend the bizarre narrator, and in their homework paragraphs, only two students could understand the narrator’s point of view. In their end of semester review, the vast majority of the students said this was their least favorite piece because the narrator was “wrong” - “no one should go by himself!” Clearly a character too far removed from their communal life to be comprehensible. 
For the same reason, teaching “Solitary Life” by May Sarton was an exercise in futility as they could not understand or approve of her living alone. “Miss,” said one student, “no one can live alone.” “I do,” I replied laughing. That led to an instant hush in the classroom. “But you are different,” one brave student piped up. After class, the student who said “no one could live alone” came to apologize to me, in the spirit of saying she was sorry for reminding me in public of my shameful and difficult position. 
Galda and Beach (2001) state that students “draw on their own expectations for appropriate lived-world language practices to interpret characters’ social practices, expectations that were shaped be the cultures in which they live and work” (68). Omani culture is communal; a person who insists on being alone is seen as unwise, if not dangerous. 
Thus, as with the above two non-fiction essays, my students objected to “The Vagabond,” Robert Louis Stevenson which includes the lines:

Wealth I seek not, hope nor love,
Nor a friend to know me;
All I seek, the heaven above
And the road below me.

	By chance, the day we discussed the poem, I had asked the students to sit in groups of four and answer a series of questions working together. The last question on the sheet was “What does the narrator want?” Every group wrote “He wants a friend.” I said, “You might want to look at the poem again.” Five minutes of discussion followed, with students reiterating every possible synonym, “he wants someone to go with,” “he wants people,” “he wants his family,” etc. Finally I read the lines out loud word-by-word and asked “Does he want a friend?” “Yes,” the class replied. I went over the word “nor” again. Finally a student raised her hand and said, “He is not good.”
	They finally agreed that, yes, the narrator does say that he doesn’t want a friend; but since that was a clearly insane idea, he was ‘majnoon’ and the poem was not a good one. We had crossed that invisible cultural line - the students could not conceive of a person who did not want a friend. There was no “live and let live” possibility here. He was crazy and that was that. 
A more successful attempt to get the class (usually all female, or two or three males at most) to see a new perspective was Donald Justice’s lovely “Men at Forty”

Men at forty 
Learn to close softly 
The doors to rooms they will not be 
Coming back to... 

And deep in mirrors 
The rediscover 
The face of the boy as he practices trying 
His father’s tie there in secret 

And the face of that father, 
Still warm with the mystery of lather. 
They are more fathers than sons themselves now. 
Something is filling them, something 

That is like the twilight sound 
Of the crickets, immense, 
Filling the woods at the foot of the slope 
Behind their mortgaged houses. 

It is an odd poem to give to a group of girls in their late teens, but they enjoyed it. The character of a father was, of course, familiar to them but it was a surprise to see a father character who is usually portrayed as a strong, all-knowing patriarch as someone who is lost and unsure. We had a long discussion about the word “mortgaged” in both its literal and metaphorical sense.  
However, I would never start a class with a poem such as “Men at Forty” - this move to seeing the familiar in a new light needs to take place gradually. When I teach Tayeb Salih’s short stories, the first works are always something close to my student’s lives, such as ’s “Doum Tree of Wad Hamid” or a choice from Mohammad al Murr’s very accessible collection The Wink of the Mona Lisa. The title story was a huge hit and students’ loved writing their own essays about amusing stories that happened at weddings. Students also loved “Black and White” - many wrote essays about how they knew a woman just like Umm Jasim. Sadder, but equally enjoyed was “Affairs of the Heart.” Students debated if Aisha should have agreed to marry the father of the man she loved.
Examples of stories I would not teach include “They’ll Kill You” and “The Love Nest” about pre/ extra-marital affairs. I would love to teach “The Awesome Lady” along side Great Expectations but a description of a woman who kept slaves and pet monkeys would probably cause a “she’s crazy” reaction, as with “Vagabond.” A person too far from culturally accepted norms (as the protagonist of “The Awesome Lady” and Miss Havisham) shuts down understanding.
The best text presents something new, but not totally alienating. For example Louise Erdrich’s “Red Convertible” features two Native American brothers on a Reservation, one of whom kills himself. On the surface the story appears to be utterly foreign, but the core of the story centers on the relationship between the two boys and how, after the older brother loses his soul/ spirit, the younger brother tries to save him. The dramatic ending brought out discussion which never touched on the sin of committing suicide.
The class was all graduating seniors who I had worked with for several years, so I thought they would be able to discuss the story as a story, without merely assessing if the characters followed “correct behavior” or not. Unlike the texts in which the narrator wants to be alone, the students were able to set aside the sin of suicide and concentrate on what the author was trying to show by having a character kill himself. That jump is what literature teachers wish for, all the more sought after as it rarely happens when students are confronted with ‘abnormal’ behavior.
Ursula Le Guin’s “The Ones Who Walk Away from Omelas” was another story which I tried with an upper-level class. The narrator’s direct address to the reader confused them, as did the elaborate descriptions, but once the basic premise was clear they were able to discuss the imprisonment of the child as a metaphor. “Would you stay in that town?” drew various thoughtful responses. Teaching this text proved Youssef’s (2010) point that thematic relevance “efferent” (i.e. content or message) needs to be understood before the “aesthetic” (literary techniques, rhetorical devices). The way “Omelas” was written frustrated the students, but once they understood the theme, they were able to work backwards and see how the author wove the theme into the setting, plot and characters.
Before concluding, I would briefly like to mention two ongoing discussions within the field of literature: the ‘canon’ and assessing student response. In the program I am currently associated with, the many of my students will neither work nor continue their studies after receiving their diploma or bachelors degree. The ones who work will normally either become a primary/ secondary school English teacher or work in a business that is family owned and managed. I, therefore, see my primary responsibility is to foster an awareness of the beauties and possibilities of literature so that their interest in or love of reading will continue once they leave the university. Given the few required literature classes, the need to teach English language and the limited understanding of Western/ World history, I do not and cannot attempt to give students a complete understanding of Western literature. I focus on genres, teaching a wide variety (as outlined above) without focusing on a chronological or ‘best of’ approach.
Regarding assessing student response, Marshall (1998) notes, “a reader’s response to literature...is never directly accessible” and the word ‘response’ itself is problematic given that it can mean “comprehension,” “emotional response,” “[a]utobiographical connection,” “[i]nterpretive insight,” “delight in the act of reading,” and/or “understanding of the text’s context, of the author’s intention, of the critical tradition that has framed the discussion of the text” (382). The first point to consider when reviewing my students’ response to texts is that, far more so than in the American universities where I have taught, the students are part of one “interpretive community.” They both have, and are encouraged to have, a well defined set of behaviors and expectations in public. This is reinforced by the fact that many classes have sisters, cousins, more distinct relatives and tribe members together. Only in the higher level classes, with students who have known me and each other for three or four years, do I find open and spirited classroom disputes about plots, characters and themes. However, in all classes, students will give their private opinions in open-ended homework assignments.
Second, almost all of my students have lived in the Dhofar region for the entire lives so they all have similar cultural norms, intellectual background and linguistic basis. Occasionally it becomes clear that one class member has access to Western movies or has been to Europe, but, after five years of teaching, I can guess what my students cultural references the majority of my students will understand (Tom and Jerry, Titanic, Cinderella - yes; Bugs Bunny, Lord of the Rings, James Bond - no). The usual result is then a classroom discussion in which everyone agrees with whatever points are made by myself or other students, then homework assignments in which they express individual points of view.  
I assess student’s understanding of the texts on an academic level through quizzes, tests and papers, but I also gauge their personal reactions. From class participation and preparedness I can gain instant feedback. For example, the discussion on Hazlitt’s “on Going on a Journey” was torture as no one volunteered to speak. When I finally asked, “What’s going on today?” The response was silence, exchanged glances and then a general impassioned plea, “No, Miss, we don’t like this!”
I ask their opinion both verbally and in homeworks, stating over and over that I do not ‘care’ what their opinion is as long as they can explain it clearly - “I didn’t write the text so it is ok if you don’t like it” is a constant phrase. For example, two reactions to the ending of Peter Pan from a lower-level literature class:

I don’t like the end because Wendy’s heart was broken and she wants Peter to stay and live with them. I think what was supposed to happen is that Peter should stay and grow up and be a man by taking his responsibility and start to build a family. He should marry Wendy and start a new family b having children and live his life in happy [sic] and goodness.

I like the end because I think it is nice to be a child forever and enjoy your life without taking any responsibility and working hard. I also felt sorry about Wendy. Her heart was broken and she wishes that Peter would stay and live with them forever but I think Peter’s decision was good and right because it is lovely to stay young.

The last homework assignment for every class I teach is simple: write two paragraphs (with quotes and specific details) to explain which was your favorite and least favorite text we read. I do this to check my impression of what texts were effective for starting discussions and to encourage students to reflect on their learning. For the poetry class which I gave the syllabus for above, I tallied the results and, as expected the favorites were “Syrian Evening” and “Schoolboy” two poems with easily accessible settings, characters and themes. The least favorite were, as expected, “Vagabond” and “Invite to Eternity” with their themes of being alone in nature. Nine of the twenty poems were listed as both at least one student’s favorite and one student’s least favorite. Only three (“Temagami,” “I Hid My Love,” “The Prisoner of Chillon”) were not mentioned. I consider that a sign of success - loving or hating, the students engaged with the texts. To give one positive and one negative example: 

“The Shell” - “I liked the idea of listening to the shell, a small piece that belongs to the vast mysterious sea. It is like a daydream as the shells takes you to a different world full of high waves. The poet has a sense of humor as he thanks Allah for [him] being away from the sea.” 

“The Vagabond” - “I didn’t like the ‘Vagabond’ poem because the narrator doesn’t want to care of [sic] anything and he wants to live without any goal. In addition, he doesn’t have any responsibility.”

In conclusion, like many literature classrooms in the Middle East, my students are confronted with a foreign teacher, a foreign language, new vocabulary, new cultural constructs and a new type of learning, being asked for personal interpretation instead of memorization. I hope this chapter with its plethora of detailed examples might help other teachers bring texts into the Middle Eastern classroom which start class discussion and lead to thoughtful, invested writing. I do not think it is useful to either use only instantly accessible texts or to attempt to deliberately shock students into adapting new points of view. I agree with Hung (2009) who suggests “that teachers begin with ‘ethnically relevant teaching’ but try to use it as a bridge to other cultures” (86). I believe the best way to help students is to use Middle Eastern literature in translation, canonical English texts and modern writers to create syllabi that are both interesting and academically suitable for Middle Eastern students.






Arabic short stories for use in the ESL/ EFL Middle Eastern Classroom
The Anchor Book of Modern Arabic Fiction. (2006). Ed. Denys Johnson-Davies. New York: Anchor Books/ Random House.
	“I Saw the Date Palms,” Radwa Ashour
	“The Discontented,” Leila Abouzeid
Arabic Short Stories. (1994). Intro. Roger Allen. Berkeley: University of CA Press.
	“Distant Seas,” Habib Selmi
	“The Slave Fort,’ Ghassan Kanafani
Global Voices: Contemporary Literature from the Non-Western World. (1995) Ed. Arthur Biddle. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall.
	“Half a Day,” Naguib Mafouz
	“The Doum Tree of Wad Hamid,” Tayeb Salih
The Literature of Modern Arabia: An Anthology. (1988). Ed. Salma Khadra Jayyusi. London: Kegan Paul International.
	“Dancing by the Light of the Moon,” Salih Saeed Ba Amer
	“The Staircase,” Ali Sayyar
Murr, Mohammad, (1998).“The Wink of the Mona Lisa” and Other Stories from the Gulf. Trans. Jack Briggs. Dubai, United Arab Emirates: Motivate Publishing. 
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